
A Singapore start-up has received a
$10 million shot in the arm to com-
mercialise technology that could al-
low electric vehicles (EVs) to be
charged more efficiently. As the
country gears up for thewider adop-
tion of EVs, Amperesand’s proprie-
tary equipment will facilitate a
smarter way of converting electrical
energy to and from the grid.
The spin-off from Nanyang Tech-

nological University is the first start-
up to benefit from a $75 million
deep-tech pilot programme first an-
nounced in September, said Deputy
Prime Minister Heng Swee Keat on
Wednesday at Singapore’s invest-
ment company Temasek’s annual
RIE (Research, Innovation and En-
terprise) Industry Day, at Sands Ex-
po and Convention Centre.
The programme is managed by

Temasek, the National University of
Singapore (NUS) and NTU, and was
rolled out to accelerate the commer-
cialisation of promising spin-offs
from the universities.
Temasek, NUS and NTU’s $5 mil-

lion funding will be matched by an
equal amount from a deep-tech
American-based venture capital in-
vestor. Deep tech refers to start-ups
which provide high-tech innovation
in engineering, or are based on sig-
nificant scientific advances.
Co-founder of Amperesand, Dr

Anshuman Tripathi, said that over
the last century, electricity has been
generated at large power stations,
and then transmitted over cables at
extremely high voltages and distrib-
uted locally through a power trans-
former. The transformer converts
the electrical energy from high volt-
age, which is hazardous to humans
and equipment, to lower voltages
safe for use in industries, homes and
offices.
Normally, power grids operate on

alternating current (AC), which
minimises the energy lost when it is
transmitted over long power lines.
However, there has been a steady in-
crease in industrial equipment and
household devices that are powered
by direct current (DC), such as any
battery-operated device. The power
generated by solar panels is also DC.
Conventional transformers, how-

ever, cannot convert DC to AC or
vice versa, and require special

equipment to do so.
Amperesand’s solid state transfor-

mer does away with the need for
such power conversion equipment.
With solar energy increasingly be-

ing introduced into the distribution
power grid, and the incoming surge
of EVs thatwill draw from thepower
grid, thereneeds tobe a smarterway
to convert and control electrical
energy, said Dr Tripathi. Different
devices take and give back to the
power grid at different voltages and
currents, and without a smarter
power interface, the stabilityofpow-
er networks will be compromised.
“Solid state transformers can reg-

ulate all these functions seamlessly
in one unit. These devices are small-
er and more efficient than the com-
bined power conversion equipment
built around conventional transfor-
mers. This is an important break-
through in providing a balance be-
tween the distribution power grid,
alternating or direct current loads
and clean energy resources,” he said.
The start-up aims to be the first in

the world to commercialise a mod-
ular solid state transformer that can
be scaled up formulti-megawatt fast
charging of EVs. “The technology
will be a game changer in the elec-

tric vehicle landscape. It will not on-
ly facilitate fast charging, making
theprocess quicker than ever, but al-
so optimise the control of energy
transfer,” said Dr Tripathi.
It is slated to deliver the first sys-

tems to customers globally by 2025.
Separately, NTU andNUSwill also

develop a new common intellectual
property (IP) licensing framework
by December 2023.
Subsequently, potential licensors

will be able togo to a joint IPmarket-
place to identify and select IP from
both institutions. Both universities
will streamline theprocess to reduce
the time taken to obtain a licence
from a few months to a few weeks.
“What we hope now is that com-

panies can find out quickly what
types of IP are available, rather than
having to go to (different research-
ers and individuals),” said Associate
Professor Benjamin Tee, the asso-
ciate vice-president of innovation
and enterprise at NUS.
Additionally, companies that have

revenues of up to $1 million will be
offered a deferred payment plan for
licence fees.
DPM Heng said: “In a more com-

petitive and less benign world, Sin-
gapore can continue to create and
capture value and feed the virtuous
circle of innovation if we can drive
collaboration to address shared
global challenges such as pandemic
readiness, climate change and age-
ing population.”
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